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It’s only been a year since we showcased this wonderful project, but we couldn’t imagine a better example of living architecture to 
highlight in celebration of the 4th of July than the Statue of Liberty Museum, right?

New this time around is Lady Liberty will be sharing the spotlight with her “little sister.”

“One hundred thirty-five years after gifting the original Lady Liberty, France is sending a second, smaller Statue of Liberty across the 
Atlantic just in time for America’s July Fourth festivities. The bronze sibling statue, nicknamed the “little sister,” has been in France 
since its completion in 2009.” ~ NPR, June 10, 2021

One-sixteenth the size of the original, once she arrives from France, Little Sister will stand facing the original Lady Liberty from July 1 
through July 5. Afterwards, little sis will move to Washington, D.C. at the French ambassador’s residence where she’ll be unveiled on 
July 14, Bastille Day, and remain for 10 years.

Having partially reopened after lifting some pandemic protection measures, currently Liberty Island grounds and concessions are open 
with certain capacity restrictions in place. The Statue of Liberty Museum is open with some restrictions, but the Statue’s Pedestal and 
Crown are currently closed.

With its partial reopening signaling the prospective ending to the COVID-19 pandemic, Lady Liberty continues to offer a renewed hope 
for our continued fight for our democracy, inclusion, and fundamental civil rights as guaranteed to all Americans – “We the People” – in 
our U.S. Constitution.

Gracing the entrance to New York Harbor and welcoming millions of immigrants to the United States since 1886, the Statue of Liber-
ty was a gift of France designed by Bartholdi and Eiffel. The Statue of Liberty Museum is the most monumental addition to Liberty 
Island since the Statue herself.

More than that, it allows millions more visitors to enjoy the Statue of Liberty experience and be inspired by her history and message of 
freedom and opportunity. While the Statue of Liberty remains New York’s most iconic monument, the museum housed in its base had 
long proved inadequate for the thousands who visit each day.
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Designed by FXCollaborative, the new $100 million Statue of Liberty Museum opened in 2019, aiming for LEED Gold. The new Mu-
seum recounts a long-forgotten aspect: that Lady Liberty was created to celebrate freed slaves, not immigrants – that came later. The 
Museum addresses 3 main components: Accessibility, Education, and Sustainability and visitors can peruse permanent and rotating 
displays of statue-related artifacts, a 3-room immersive theater, and the original 1886 torch.

The design enhances the site with multiple planted areas, an extensive greenroof, and bird-friendly glass.

The Statue of Liberty Museum’s defining gesture is the lifting of the park itself, which creates a new, naturalized habitat in place of 
a traditional building. Designed by Quennell Rothschild & Partners, the landscape extends vistas, engages the site, and seamlessly 
merges with the building.

The design gives the appearance of rising up from the earth carrying with it a beautifully planted Garden Roof Assembly from 
American Hydrotech, completed with native grasses. The almost 23 degree slope was stabilized with Hydrotech’s GardNet, and 
MM6125 membrane and components were used in all of the roof and adjacent planter areas. Made with 100% New York state materi-
als, the special blend of LiteTop Hydrotech growing media by Naturcycle traveled to the island on a barge via Super Sacks.

As visitors ascend the Statue of Liberty Museum stone staircase, the sloped greenroof meadow is seen on one side and a viewing 
platform appears on the other. New York Green Roofs was a consultant on the living roof’s plant palette. The Museum Roof Deck 
offers sweeping 360 degree views of the iconic Statue of Liberty, New York Harbor, and the New York skyline.

Drawing in 4.5 million visitors a year, Lady Liberty is a symbol of freedom, a national treasure, and one of the most recognizable 
figures around the globe – now with a beautiful greenroof topping her new museum to protect the artifacts inside for generations to 
come.
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